Mexico City
March 5th, 2019

Mexico resumes national Open Government process
●

●

●

The new administration represented by the Ministry of Public Affairs (SFP, in Spanish)
the National Institute for Transparency, Access to Information and Protection of
Personal Data (INAI, in Spanish) and the Civil Society Core Group (NOSC, in Spanish)
resume the national Open Government process in Mexico through a new
coordination figure named the Coordination Committee.
The Coordination Committee has agreed on a roadmap to tackle illegal state
surveillance in Mexico, and it’s first activity is a public forum on March 26th, 2019 to
initiate the co-creation and implementation of a public policy so as to avoid cases like
Pegasus from happening again.
The former complies with the conditions to start the collaborative construction of a
Fourth National Action Plan in Mexico 2019-2021 to be submitted to the Open
Government Partnership.

The members of the Coordination Committee of the Open Government Partnership in
Mexico (AGA, in Spanish) -integrated by SFP, NOSC and INAI-, have resumed dialogue and
work towards the coordination of construction, follow-up and evaluation process of National
Action Plans in Mexico for this international initiative. In February, two preparation meetings
were held to define the scope of resuming work of the Committee, and the development of
the roadmap to tackle illegal state surveillance in Mexico.
Following the official complaints of the alleged illegal surveillance acts against activists and
human rights defenders, as well as the scope reduction of the Third National Action Plan
commitments which resulted in the NOSC’s exit from the Tripartite Technical Secretariat in
May 2017, the members of the Coordination Committee have agreed on a roadmap to avoid
cases like Pegasus from ever happening.
This roadmap will start off with a public forum on March 26th, 2019 which seeks to foster
open and plural dialogue on state or government surveillance in Mexico so as to create a
public policy to prevent and control it. The policy will be designed through a collaborative
process which will include: consults, interviews, working sessions and workshops with key
stakeholders (civil servants, academia, experts, national and international Civil Society
representatives).
The head of the Federal Executive branch, as well as INAI have publicly reprimanded on
several occasions surveillance actions and communication interception without judicial
controls. INAI has also shown commitment with the protection of personal data since the
official complaint from Civil Society was submitted, this was confirmed with the recent
resolution from a Plenary Session on the use of the Pegasus malware. The collectively agreed
upon roadmap complies with the basic social demands so as to guarantee legality,
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transparency and accountability in Mexico regarding the use of technology for governmental
surveillance.
The Coordination Committee -as the governance body of AGA- has been strengthened by
incorporating the Academia as a new permanent participant. So starts the creation of a
Fourth National Action Plan in Mexico 2019-2021 in compliance with the set conditions, which
needs to be submitted by August 31st, 2019.
Thus, AGA seeks to contribute to the goal of democratization of public decision making, as
well as opening spaces to public deliberation through design and co-creation of
commitments
directed at promoting society’s presence in public decision making
processes.
Irma Eréndira Sandoval Ballesteros
Minister of Public Affairs
Joel Salas Suárez
Commissioner and Coordinator of the Open Government Commission and Transparency,
National Institute for Transparency, Access to Information and Protection of Personal Data
Juan Manuel Casanueva Vargas
Executive Director, SocialTIC and Chair, Civil Society Core Group
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Mexico City, March 1, 2019

AGREEMENT on the road map to address the problem of illegal state surveillance in Mexico.
1.

Introduction

In May of 2017, the Nucleus of Civil Society Organizations for Open Government (NOSC due to its initials in
Spanish)1 withdrew from the Open Government Partnership´s (OPG) process in Mexico, denouncing illegal
surveillance actions allegedly committed by the federal government against members of civil society, activists
and journalists. This provoked a crisis in the open government agenda and originated the scandal known as the
Spy Government (Gobierno Espía)
In this regard, the new Government of Mexico has reiterated, on several occasions, that there will be no acts of
illegal intervention of private communications of political opponent. In this sense, and towards the end of
implementing democratic controls on state surveillance, a roadmap is presented below.
Therefore, within the framework of the Governing Body for the OPG process, the National Institute for
Transparency, Access to Information and Protection of Personal Data (INAI), the Ministry of Public
Administration and the NOSC, agree upon the following roadmap to address the problem of illegal state
surveillance in Mexico.
In this manner, in a co-creation exercise not only the actions in detail are defined through a collaborative and
open process, but also efforts and resources will be joined in order to carry out the planned activities.
Given the aforementioned, the members of the governing body of the national OPG process undertake to link
and convene representatives of other branches of government, specialized civil society and key public
authorities for the development and implementation of public policy. In this sense, the Ministry of Public
Administration will be the contact with other institutions of the Federal Public Administration and the INAI will
be the contact with the other branches of government, in regard to the scope of their respective attributions.
2.

Activities to be conducted

Num.
1

Activity

Date

Public forum: "State surveillance: towards the implementation of democratic controls”

March 26, 2019

Objective: Organize and carry out a public forum in order to articulate an open
and plural dialogue regarding state surveillance in Mexico. This, in order to begin
the road map to prevent and control state surveillance.
Results:
― Public forum on state surveillance and the corresponding report.
― Start the roadmap.
― Report and the document regarding the initial inputs for the design and
implementation of public policy
Responsible:
― Governance Body for the National OPG Process in Mexico (INAI, NOSC
and the Ministry of Public Administration).
― Rapporteur: Expert consultant on security, surveillance and human
rights issues, as well as on public policies.

1

The Civil Society Nucleus of Civil Society Organizations for the Open Government Partnership in Mexico is composed of the following civil
society organizations: 1) Artículo 19, 2) México Evalúa, 3) Contraloría Ciudadana, 4) Cultura Ecológica, 5) Fundar Centro de Análisis e
Investigación, 6) GESOC, Agencia para el Desarrollo, 7) Instituto Mexicano para la Competitividad (IMCO), 8) SocialTIC, 9) Observatorio
Nacional Ciudadano y 10) Transparencia Mexicana.
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Consultant Role 2:
― Profile:
○ Academic/ expert on matters relating to security, surveillance
and human rights
○ Public Policy Perspective.
Preliminary Agenda:
― Inauguration
― The state of surveillance in the world
― Regulatory framework and the situation on surveillance in Mexico
― Towards the democratic control of state surveillance
― Agreements, next steps and closing ceremony
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Document on policy proposals for the prevention and control of state surveillance.

March 26 -May
24, 2019

Objective: Identify, systematize and articulate public policy proposals to prevent
and control state surveillance, identifying relevant actors and institutions.
Result:
—

Draft document containing policy recommendations regarding the
prevention and control of state surveillance.

Responsible:
— Expert consultant on security, surveillance and human rights issues, as
well as on public policies.
Actions:
― Carry out consultations, interviews, sessions and workshops with key
stakeholders.
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Public policy design for the prevention and control of state surveillance, as well as a
roadmap for its implementation.

June- August

Objective: Define concrete public policy actions with the responsible actors and
evaluate the possibility to convert these actions in a proactive compromise on
the Fourth Action Plan.
Result:
―
―
―

Final Document of policy recommendations for the prevention and
control of state surveillance.
Implementation Roadmap: Document with the concrete actions to be
implemented for the prevention and control of state surveillance,
indicating actors, times and products.
Determining actions to be included as commitments in the Fourth
Action Plan.

Responsible:
― Expert consultant on security, surveillance and human rights issues, as
well as on public policies.
― Working groups composed of relevant actors (civil society, experts from
various disciplines, public servants from different institutions).
Actions:
― Perform validation sessions regarding the implementation of the
roadmap.
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The participation of the consultant depends on the availability of resources of the members of the Governing Body of the national AGA
process in Mexico (INAI, NOSC and the Ministry of Public Administration). Given this case, these activities will be conducted by the
participants.
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Follow-up on the defined policy actions

Beginning in
August

Objective: Monitor that the policy actions designed to prevent, and control state
surveillance practices are implemented in accordance with the agreed upon
scope and vision.
Result: Follow up and accountability actions regarding the implementation of the
defined public policy actions.
Responsible:
― Governance Body for the National OPG Process in Mexico (INAI, NOSC
and the Ministry of Public Administration).
― Working groups composed of relevant actors (civil society, experts from
various disciplines, public servants from different institutions).
Actions:
― Form working groups aimed at following upon the actions contained in
the roadmap.

______________________________________
Juan Manuel Casanueva Vargas
Director General for SocialTIC and Representative of
the Nucleus of Civil Society Organizations

______________________________________
Francisco Álvarez Córdoba
Director General for Open Government and
Transparency at the National Institute for
Transparency, Access to Information and Protection
of Personal Data

______________________________________
Gregorio González Nava
Director General for Transparency
Ministry of Public Administration
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